
 

 
 

 

Intimate charms of LIVA 
 

Galleria Intima: As the age old adage goes - The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step; 
so is the story of LIVA. Since its grand launch, LIVA is all geared up to attain new heights and set 
unmatched standards for the fashion quotient in the textile industry.  LIVA has already been well 
received in the markets, in SS15, LIVA-tagged garments were successful around retail formats with 
leading brands. 
 

 

 
Hon'ble Textile Minister Shri Santosh Gangwar visiting the 

LIVA stall 

 

The following have played a very important role 
in the journey which LIVA has embarked upon   

 Reputed fashion Brands – who launched 
the SS15 collections in many styles and 
designs which highlighted the brand’s 
essence of natural fluid fashion 

 LIVA Accreditation Partner Forum (LAPF) 
Members – who deliver innovative and 
high performance fabrics  

 Designers – the collections rolled out by 
the designers are a testament to the great 
potential the brand has for women’s 
wear 

 

 
LIVA stall showcasing 3 brands - Femora, Neva &  

Arkap Prints ltd. 
 

 
LIVA Stall 

 

LIVA is expected to bring to the fore excellent 
fabric to consumers with exquisite styles. This 
can be done along with LIVA Accreditation 
Partner Forum (LAPF). LAPF is a community of 
Spinners, Fabricators, & Processors who work 
closely with Birla Cellulose on innovation, 
quality & technology to deliver Liva fabrics to 
consumers. LAPF essentially exemplifies value 
propositions based on five strategic pillars. 
 

Partnering growth has been Birla Cellulose’s 
focus from the beginning. To support this 
vision, Birla Cellulose has decided to partner its 
LAPF members across the country. This was 
evident by the fact that LIVA was represented 
by three LAPF partners on 26th and 27th of 
August, at Crowne Plaza, Delhi which hosted 
the 4th edition of Galleria Intima – Asia’s fastest 
in India’s largest Intimate Apparel show.  This 
initiative by Intimate Apparel Association of 
India (IAAI) was proved to be an excellent 
opportunity for meaningful collaborations with 
brand owners, senior management of reputed 
brands, purchasing heads, product 
merchandisers of buying houses, importers and 
independent designers resulting in ideation and 
exchange of thoughts.  

 

Three reputed brands in the intimate apparel sector were represented in the LIVA stall  
 

 RUPA, Kolkata –A leader in the intimate apparel segment, RUPA showcased their women’s wear 
brand, FEMORA, their women’s wear brand in which they had  a pioneer in making hosiery a 
fashion statement over the years 00% Viscose and Modal range of camisoles and leggings  
 

 NEVA, Ludhiana – An innovative leader in thermal category, NEVA showcased their latest 



 

 ARKAP KNITS, Mumbai -  has partnered leading retail brands through their innovative range of 
knitted fabrics like 100% Viscose, Modal, Cotton Modal, Cotton Viscose & melanges 
 

According to Mr. Aseem Doda, Vice President – Hub Marketing, Birla Cellulose, “We are pleased 
to associate with Galleria Intima (of IAAI) 2015. Today, modern India is waking up to and loving 
the benefits that a perfect innerwear can bring to their lifestyles. LIVA innerwear has been 
appreciated by consumers and we are working towards collaborating with leading intimate 
apparel brands”. 
 

Birla Cellulose is a valued supplier to the intimate apparel category with Cotton Modal, Cotton 
Viscose and other blends to different parts of the world. Galleria Intima is a platform which 
connects LAPF to leading buyers from around the world. 
 

To find out more about LIVA, LAPF and its associated programmes, write/talk to: 
Aseem Doda – + 91 8108333641 | aseem.doda@adityabirla.com  
Nikhil Sukthankar - +91 9702036462 | nikhil.sukthankar@adityabirla.com 

 


